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ROWS
A Garden puzzle: 2 words
B “I’m not sure why, but…”: 3 words
Comedian who wrote
Don’t Stand Too Close to a Naked Man: 2 words
C Hot times: 2 words
Cause an error message
on a calculator, perhaps: 3 words
D Word of approval from Mr. Burns, on The Simpsons
Cattle raiser
E They battled the Achaeans
in the Iliad
SALT II concern: 2 words
F Tocopherol: 2 words
Producer of 7th Heaven: 2 words
G Malicious rumormongers
Name by a snapshot: 2 words
H Lives
They barely move their bodies at work: 2 words
I Where to buy buttons and thread: 2 words
Old Olds, e.g.: 2 words
J Egotist’s problem:
2 words
Indiana Jones’s young sidekick: 2 words
K One who negotiates with smelters: 3 words
Pope’s writing
L Government by divine guidance

LIGHT BLOOMS
Coercion
Counselor Troi was one on
Star Trek: The Next Generation
Database software company
Find out about: 2 words
Harsh
Lean against: 2 words
Linked (with): 2 words
Many Olympic athletes
More impersonal
Person with an eBay account, maybe
Portrayer of the Church Lady
Skedaddles
Stuck: 3 words
Woman being mourned in
“The Raven”

MEDIUM BLOOMS
Alphas’ opposites
Constellation east of Gemini
Danced in a pit
Father of Sasha and Malia
French obstetrician Fernand
“Is that so?”
Like some debates
Lunar vehicle
Second-largest city in Pakistan
Section of the brain
Sipped slowly
Star of the 2008 Summer Olympics
Still in one’s e-mail “Draft” folder
Threaded fasteners

DARK BLOOMS
Intimidates
Item that may be bi-fold or tri-fold
Model railroad company
Not so far
Numbers on a hospital patient’s chart
Precisely correct: Hyph.
Sprightly
Supporting temporarily, with “over”
Tee shots sometimes create them
Took long steps
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